Abstract. Lymphoma is a type of cancer that affects the immune system, and is classified as Hodgkin or non-Hodgkin. It is one of the ten types of cancer that are the most common on earth. Among all malignant neoplasms diagnosed in the world, lymphoma ranges from three to four percent of them. Our work presents a study of some filters devoted to enhancing images of lymphoma at the pre-processing step. Here the enhancement is useful for removing noise from the digital images. We have analysed the noise caused by different sources like room vibration, scraps and defocusing, and in the following classes of lymphoma: follicular, mantle cell and B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia. The filters Gaussian, Median and Mean-Shift were applied to different colour models (RGB, Lab and HSV). Afterwards, we performed a quantitative analysis of the images by means of the Structural Similarity Index. This was done in order to evaluate the similarity between the images. In all cases we have obtained a certainty of at least 75%, which rises to 99% if one considers only HSV. Namely, we have concluded that HSV is an important choice of colour model at pre-processing histological images of lymphoma, because in this case the resulting image will get the best enhancement.
Introduction
The non-Hodgkin lymphoma is a diversified group of neoplasm that appears in the lymphocyte. This kind of lymphoma is estimated to happen in 10 out of 100 thousand people, but this number has been increasing about 4% yearly. According to [1] , some of the reasons for this increase are the improvement in diagnostic methods, preciser morphological classifications and better health information systems.
This neoplasm does not follow a characteristic histological pattern, and it also grows with an altering cyclical behaviour. Diagnosing the non-Hodgkin lymphoma is therefore a difficult task [2] . Normally, diagnoses and prognoses are based upon histological analyses of the lymph nodes. The analyses are carried out by specialists that evaluate morphological and non-morphological characteristics of samples observed through the microscope. The main pieces of information they collect are: arrangement and quantity of centrocytes and centroblasts, internal characteristics of the cells, and tissue patterns [3] . The main neoplasms analysed by specialists are: Follicular Lymphoma (FL), Mantle Cell Lymphoma (MCL) and B-cell Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia, also known as Chronic Lymphoid Leukemia (CLL).
Light microscopes enable the specialists to get fairly detailed information from the lymph nodes. These microscopes are equipped with digital cameras that render pictures on which image processing techniques can be applied in order to build a Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD). Such computational systems help specialists achieve a preciser diagnosis [4] .
Together with that cutting-edge equipment, in the literature we cite [5] and [6] as works devoted to building CAD schemes applied to images of lymph nodes. Nonetheless, specialists still face a relevant problem that compromises a reliable diagnosis: the presence of noise in many digital images.
Indeed, the first problem is room vibration occasionally caused by external factors. Even if not perceptible they compromise the quality of the digital images rendered by camera and light microscope, which are highly sensitive. The second are scraps in the samples, and the third is defocusing, because it is not always easy to find the best calibration of the microscope to photographing. These and other problems were discussed in [7] but there the authors do not propose filters to fix them.
Of course, specialists can detect such problems in digital images. The ones that present best quality have been selected in databanks like [8] for scientific research. They are used as reference for many studies, and one of them is the analysis of filter performance. Filters of general purpose were discussed in [9] . Many of them have been implemented in Matlab toolboxes. Our work is devoted to evaluating three of these filters applied to images of lymphoma at the pre-processing step. The filters are Gaussian, Median and Mean-Shift.
In order to study their performance we have taken 48 images from [8] as reference. They were perturbed by an image manipulation program in order to simulate the aforementioned noises. The three filters were then applied to different colour models of the perturbed images (RGB, Lab and HSV). Afterwards, we carried out a quantitative analysis between the original and filtered images by means of the Structural Similarity (SSIM) Index. In all cases we have obtained a certainty of at least 75%, which rises to 99% if one considers only HSV. The 48 images consist of 16 of FL, 16 of MCL and 16 of CLL.
2. Methodology 2.0.1. Image Databank We have used the image databank [8] , which was assembled after many studies carried out by researchers at the National Cancer Institute and the National Institute on Aging, both in the United States. A total of 30 histological slides were photographed, all of lymph nodes stained with Haematoxylin and Eosin. The aforementioned 48 images were obtained from this setting.
Colour Models
With three colour models we could evaluate the influence of noise and of enhancement filters in the images. RGB is based on a cartesian cube whose points (R, G, B) have each of their coordinates varying in the interval [0, 1]. HSV is defined by hue, saturation and value (of brightness), whereas Lab consists of lightness and the two components (a, b) of chrominance. See [9] for details. According to [10] [11] [12] among all colour models these three have been the most successful ones when applied to histological images.
Noise
We have followed [9] in order to simulate noise. Defocusing was obtained via cyclic convolution. The sliding neighbourhood operation on the image produced fuzziness, which in practice is caused by room vibration. Finally, salt and pepper simulated scraps.
For defocusing we applied a radius of 10 pixels, and for fuzziness a kernel of 21 × 21 pixels. Salt and pepper were sprinkled to a density of 0.02. 
where Med is the median of the elements in A.
In the Gaussian filter the coefficients are obtained from a two-dimensional Gaussian function. The discrete Gaussian function with zero mean and standard deviation σ is given by
where (x, y) is the input mask position and G(x, y) is the resulting new value for the (x, y)-pixel. Finally, the Mean-Shift filter locates the maxima of a density function through a non-parametric feature-space technique. Details are omitted here but the reader can find them in [9] . An SSIM of almost 100% was achieved by the Gaussian and Median filters for both H and S channels in the three classes of lymphoma. This contrasts with channel V, of which the performance was no greater than 70%. By the way, in all but one of our experiments the MeanShift filter showed poorer performance than either the Gaussian or the Median filter, for all colour models and channels. The only exception was for the noise due to defocusing of CLL in the Lab-model, where the SSIM achieved 80% (much higher than the approximate 20% of both Gaussian and Median filters).
Results
Filtering with RGB for room vibration gave an SSIM below 60% in all three classes of lymphoma. Nevertheless, for some channels of the other colour models the SSIM was quite above that.
In the case of noise due to scraps some channels of RGB and Lab achieved an SSIM around 80%, but HSV still had the best performance. The lowest values of SSIM came from RGB when applied to filtering noise due to defocusing. These remained below 40% in any of the three channels.
Conclusions
We have presented a study of comparisons between the performance of enhancement filters for different noises in histological images. In our study we considered the classes of cancer in these images separately. The chosen colour models (RGB, HSV and Lab) are the ones that have been mostly used in the literature for histological images. This is because of the successful results that they have been showing for such kind of images. In our study we concluded that the HSV model has the best performance at filtering noise of different kinds for all the images of lymphoma.
